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Paragon Carpets and its sister company Mat.Works 
Flooring Solutions, have teamed up to deliver a total soft 
Floorcoverings package for Rotherham City Councils 
new offices. A number of products from the sister 
companies were used to help Rotherham Council deliver 
a project which is at the cutting edge of design.

 
Paragon had a number of their carpet tiles specified on the
project including 4 colourways of the new Strobe product, 
Lime, Plasma, Spark and Ignite (Lime is a bespoke to the 
client, lime green), which was used extensively in breakout 
zones and meeting rooms. The new vibrant linear patterned 
carpet features a flash of lime through the pile, which was 
exactly what the councils in house team were looking for.



Trade Carpets, the main flooring contractor worked 
closely with Master Matting Installations ( a specialist 
matting installer) to deliver the entrance matting part of 
the flooring package. Master Matting were brought in for 
their expertise in working with this type of product.

 
Mat.Works Supplied the main entrance matting areas which
incorporated Smart Scraper a unique matting system, which
can be used outside. Following this was Platoon Brush
secondary carpet matting incorporating the councils crest.
Andy Gordon National Sales Manager for Mat.Works said
“The main entrance threw up a number of issues in terms of
getting the correct amount of matting into the installation, we
brought the smart scraper element outside which meant we
didn’t have to encroach onto the inner floor”

Complementary colours were used in the
main office areas to define space in an
open plan environment. Blocks of plain
pile Colour Works were used in conjunction
with a complementary specially designed
Strobe linear product to define the spaces
between workstations and walkways to
great effect. The design team wanted
“the space to flow” and this has been
achieved to great effect, said Colin
Constable.Paragon area sales manager
worked closely with the in house design
team to make sure that the colour brief was
met and adhered to.
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For more information on this project 
and any of the products contained 
within, contact the paragon 
marketing department at
 
 apotts@paragon-carpets.co.uk
 Office no on 01709 763839

Paragon, Farfield Park, Manvers, Wath-upon-Dearne, Rotherham, S63 5DB.  
T. +44 (0)1709 763 839    W: www.paragon-carpets.co.uk
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